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Abstract

An iterative method for solving a class of linear programming
problems whose constraints satisfy certain diagonal dominance con-
dition is proposed. This method partitions the original linear
program into subprograms where each subprogram corresponds uniquely
to a variable of the problem. At each iteration, one of the sub-
programs is solved by adjusting its corresponding variable, while
the other variables are held constant. This philosophy of succes-
sively changing one variable at a time is reminiscent of the co-
ordinate relaxation method. The algorithmic mapping underlying
this method is shown to be monotone and contractive. Then, using
the contractive property, the method is shown to converge even when
implemented in an asynchronous, distributed manner, and that its
rate of convergence can be determined from the synchronization
parameter. An illustration example is given.
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I Introduction

The infinite horizon, discounted dynamic programming problem

with finite state and control spaces has been shown (see

Bertsekas [1]) to be equivalent to a linear programming problem

whose constraints satisfy certain diagonal dominance condition.

However, the number of constraints in this linear programming

problem grows as a product of the size of the state space and the

size of the control space. This number is typically very large,

thus rendering the usual linear programming methods impractical

for solving this problem. In this report, a method for solving a

more general case of the above linear programming problem is

proposed. The advantages of this method are that (i) it exploits

the diagonal dominance structure of the problem, and (ii) its

computation can be distributed over many processors in parallel.

In this way, even very large problems can be solved in a

reasonably short time.

II Problem Definition

Consider the linear programming problem of the following

special form :

Maximize aTx

subject to C x < d

(P)

Cmx < dm

where a and x are vectors in Rn; a is non-negative ; T

denotes the transpose; Ck (k=l,...,m) is a nxn diagonally
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dominant matrix whose diagonal entries are positive and whose

non-diagonal entries are non-positive; dk (k=l,...,m) is a vector

in Rn.

Ta x is sometimes called the cost of the problem and x the

decision variable. The i,jth entry in Ck is denoted by Ck We
i3'

will also denote the sup norm by I II. In other words, n x =

max IxiJ.
i

(P) is a special case of the linear programming problem. Of

course, (P) can be solved using any linear programing method,

such as the primal simplex method or the method of Karmarkar.

However, if the size of (P) is very large, and noting that (P) is

not necessarilly sparse in structure, the time required to solve

(P) would be large for any linear programming method. As an

example, if n=100 and m=100 , then (P) has 100 decision

variables and 10,000 inequality constraints. A special case of

(P), the infinite horizon, discounted dynamic programming problem

with finite state and control spaces, typically has n,m > 100

for real applications.

It is therefore necessary to design methods for solving (P)

that can take advantage of its special structure. Such approach

has been successful for other special cases of the linear

programming problem such as the network flow problems and the

Leontief system. In fact, the constraint matrix for (P) and its

transpose are both Leontief (a matrix A is Leontief if A has

exactly one positive element per column and there exists a x>O

such that Ax>O). It is known that if A is Leontief, then there

exists a x* , called the least element, such that x* solves the

following problem

Maximize aTx

subject to ATx < d

for all a>O (see [61) such that the above problem is bounded. In
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this report, a is constrained to be nonnegative only, but the

existence of a least element still holds and is crucial for the

method proposed here to work.

The infinite horizon, discounted dynamic programming problem

with finite state and control spaces is described below. This

problem frequently arises in the areas of inventory control,

investment planning, and Markovian decision theory. It is

traditionally solved by the successive approximation method or

the policy iteration method (see [1],[5]). However, neither

method has a theoretical rate of convergence as good as that of

the method proposed here.

Special Case of (P)

The infinite horizon, discounted dynamic programming problem

with finite state and control spaces has been shown in [1] to be

equivalent to the following special form of linear program :

n

Maximize I xi

i=l

n

subject to x i < g(i,u) + a I Pij(u)xj

j=l

V UCU(i) , i=l,... ,n

where a c (0,1) is called the discount factor, J1,2,...,n3 is

the state space, U(i) is the set of possible controls when in

state i (size of U(i) is finite), pij(u) is the probability that

the next state is j given that the current state is i and the

control u is applied, and g(i,u) is the average reward per stage

when in state i.

We can make the identification with (P) more explicit by
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rewriting the above program as :

n

Maximize I xi

i=l

subject to (1apii(u))xi a Pij(u)xj < g(i,u)

jsi

V ucU(i) , i=l,...,n

Then, given that a s (0,1), and augmenting the constraint set

with duplicate constraints if necessary, we can very easily

verify that the above problem is a special case of (P).

III The Relaxation Method and Its Properties

A The Relaxation Method and Its Underlying Algorithmic Mapping

We partition (P) into n subprograms such that the subprogram

corresponding to xi is (with i as the only decision variable)

Maximize aiS

subject to i + I Cx < d1I

jfi

Cmi + I C'm x < dfm
1i + 3 l]3 - 1

jfi

Let Ti(x) denote the optimal solution to the above subproblem as

a function of x1,..xi l,xi+l,,xn . Then, given that ai.>O and

Cii>O, we obtain that
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1k k
Ti(x) = min d ECk X

ii j3i C1 1

We call Ti(x) : Rn--*R the ith algorithmic mapping, and call the

vector T(x) whose ith component is Ti(x) the algorithmic mapping.

The relaxation method essentially takes any xeR n and

repeatedly applies the mapping T to it. We define

Tt(x) - T(T(...T(x)..)) for t>l

t times

T (x) - x

We will show that the relaxation method converges, in the sense

that as t+o , Tt(x) gets arbitrarily close to a solution of (P)

for any xcRn.

B The Algorithmic Mapping and the Solution

We like to show that the fixed point of the mapping T always

exists and that it solves (P). The following propositions give

us the necessary results.

Proposition 1

If x* is a fixed point of T (i.e. x*=T(x*)), then x*

solves (P).

Proof : x*=T(x*) implies that, for each i, we have

x* < i Cij x* k=l,...,m
k k 3
Cii cCii
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k k.
Xi = dii _ I Ci. x* ,for some ki

C. i j i1 1kiii jfi Cii

k k fvw
If we denote the ith row of C by Ci, then above

conditions become :

Cix* < dk , k=l,...,m1 -- 1

k. k
Cix* = dii , for some ki

This holds for all i, so x* is feasible for (P).

We can reorder the constraints of (P) to put (P) in the

equivalent form :

TMaximize a x

(P') subject to Cx < d

Dx < e

where c dkl
[:: dl

ckn dkn
L n L n

The dual problem to (P') is :

Minimize dTu + eTv

T T
(D') subject to C u + D v = a

u > O , v > O
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Let u* = Cla , v* = 0. Since C is diagonally dominant

with positive diagonal entries and non-positive off-

diagonal entries, we have C a > 0. Therefore (u*,v*)

is feasible for (D'). Furthermore, since Cx* = d, we

have

u*'( Cx*-d ) = 0

T
v* ( Dx*-e ) = 0

so the complementary slackness condition is satisfied.

Then, using the duality theory in linear programming, we

have that x* is optimal for (P').

Proposition 2

If x < y , then T(x) < T(y). In other words, T is

monotone.

k k
Proof : For each i, since -C kjii/Cii > 0 V j4i , we

have

_k _Ck

ijx. < 1 y.
13 xj < 1- Yj v jfi , k=l,..,m

Cii cii

Therefore

k k k

k Cii . C.i ii J iimm {j~i xj.1 11 mnj 1 1 Yj 

or equivalently :

Tix) < Try)
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Proposition 2 allows us to prove that the fixed point of T

always exists. This existence result is given in the follow-

ing proposition.

Proposition 3

There always exists a x* satisfying x* = T(x*).

Proof : We assume, without loss of generality,

that d 1 ,...,dm > 0.

i f some i
If d / 0, then by making the change

of variable1 1
z = X + L i

we can transform (P) into the equivalent

problem :

TMaximize a z

subject to C z < d + AC

Cmz < dm + Xcm[ J

whose right hand side is non-negative for

sufficiently large X.

Let x = 0. Then since d,...,d > 0, we have T(xo )

> x . Therefore

T (xo ) > T(xo) > xo

T t (x) >T (x ) > ... > x O

so T (xo) is increasing with t.
0
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Now we show that T (xo) is bounded from above V t > 0
0

Let 6 max dk max -k. 
k=l,..mk k=l,...mj1i

,n Cii i=l,..,n Cii

Then B s[0,1) and Ti(x) = min dk + z C k
k=l,..,m C' + j lj x

'k j3i Ck

< 6 + a max x.
j=l,.. ,n 3

t A t
So if we let p t max Ti(xO ) ,then

i=l,. . ,n

0
p =0

t+l < 6 +pt , t = 0,1,2,..

-> ~t-1
p t B 6 V t > 1

s=O

t 6
P < Vt > 1

Thus Tt(xo) is bounded from above V t > 0. Therefore

T (xo) converges monotically to a limit, say x*, and

x* > Tt (x) V t > 0.

' T(x*) > T+l(x ) V t > 1

-T(x*) > lim T (xo) = x*

Othe ojCtx

On the other hand, x* > T(T (x )) implies that
0
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x* > lim T(T t(x))
t-)-.00

= T(lim Tt (x)) (since T is cont-
t+* o inuous)

= T(x*)

Therefore x* = T(x*)

C The Contractive Algorithmic Mapping

We have seen that - fixed point of T exists. Using this

result, we can now show that T is a contraction mapping.

Proposition 4

T is a contraction mapping.

Proof : Let x* satisfy x* = T(x*). We will show that,

for any x ERn, max IT i(x)-T i (x*)l < j max lxi-xxl , thus
i=l,.. ,n 1 i=l,..,n

establishing the contractive nature of T.

Since x* = T(x*), we have that for each i :

k* k*
d. C.

1 C
11 iiii

k. k.
d C C

k i k 3
C.i C..
11Then, by the definition of T i , we obtain that11

Then, by the definition of Ti, we obtain that
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k k.

T i(x*)-T (x) C< Cij x-x I < maxx-x |
-- j4i k j~ i 3 j 3i

C.i C.
ii 11

k*' kt

Ti (x*)-T i (x) > E Ix > > -maxx-x
~~ji ji k ji jJ J

Cii C11

Therefore, ITi(x*)-T i(x)I < S max Ixt-xjl , for i=l,...,n.
- j=l,..,n 3

Proposition 4 is a very strong result. When we apply it re-

peatedly, we obtain that IITt (x)-x*|l < Btl Ix-x*II , where || II
denotes the sup norm. Therefore if we know how far x is from x*,

or have some estimate of the distance, we can determine how large

t needs to be to guarantee that T t(x) is within some pre-specified

distance of x*. Proposition 4 also implies that the fixed point

x* of T is unique.

The diagonal dominance on the matrices Ck's is necessary for

the mapping T to be contractive. One can easily construct

examples for which the diagonal dominance assumption is not

satisfied and for which the mapping T is not contractive. Note

that the classical Gauss-Seidel method (see [8]) for solving a

system of linear equalities Ax=b is very similar in nature to

the relaxation method. The Gauss-Seidel method also requires a

certain diagonal dominance assumption on the matrix A to prove

convergence. Furthermore, at each iteration, the method adjust

one of the coordinate variables, say xi, to satisfy the ith

equality constraint (while the other x.'s , jfi, are held

constant), at the expense of violating other equality

constraints. The relaxation method does much the same, except

that each equality constraint is replaced by a set of inequality

constraints.
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As a final remark. propositions 1 to 4 still hold if the
Tlinear cost a x is replaced by

n. a.(xi)

i=l

where each a i : R--R is a subdifferentiable function, with

nonnegative subgradients.

IV Asynchronous Distributed Implementation

of the Relaxation Method

In this section, we consider the asynchronous, distributed

implementation of the relaxation method and show that the rate of

convergence for this implementation can be explicitly determined

as a function of the synchronization parameter.

Distributed implementation is of interest because the rapid

increase in the speed and the computing power of processors has

made distributing the computational load over many processors in

parallel very attractive. In the conventional scenario for

distributed implementation, the computational load is divided

among several processors during each iteration; and, at the end

of each iteration, the processors are assumed to exchange all

necessary informations regarding the outcomes of the current

iteration. Such an implementation where a round of information

exchange, involving all processors, occurs at the end of each

iteration is called synchronous. However, for many applications

in the areas of power systems, manufacturing, and data

communication, synchronization is impractical. Furthermore, in

such a synchronous environment, the faster processors must always

wait for the slower ones. Asynchronous, distributed

implementation permits the processors to compute and exchange

(local) information essentially independent of each other. A

minimum amount of coordination among the processors is required,
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thus alleviating the need for initialization and synchronization

protocols.

A study of asynchronous distributed implementation is given

in [4]. An example of asynchronous, distributed implementation

on a "real" system is the ARPANET (see [71) data communication

network, where nodes and arcs on the network can fail without

warning. However, convergence analysis in such a chaotic setting

is typically hard and restricted to simple problems. The recent

work of Bertsekas [2] on distributed computation of fixed points

and of Tsitsiklis [9] shows that convergence is provable for a

broad class of problems, among which is the problem of computing

the fixed point of a contractive (with respect to sup-norm)

mapping.

The model for asynchronous, distributed implementation

considered here is similar to that considered in [2]. In [2],

convergence is shown under the assumption that the communication

time between each pair of processors is finite. Here, the

communication time between each pair of processors is further

assumed to be bounded by some constant. Using this boundedness

assumption, the rate of convergence of the distributed relaxation

method is determined as a function of the bounding constant.

This rate of convergence result is similar to that given by

Baudet (see [31) and it holds for the fixed point computation of

any contractive (with respect to sup-norm) mapping. The argument

used here is however more direct than that given in [3].

A Description of the Implementation

Now we consider finding the fixed point of T by distributing

the computation over n processors, where the communications and

the computations done by the processors are not coordinated.

Let processor i (Pi) be responsible for updating the ith

coordinate. In other words, Pi takes the current value of x it

possesses, applies the mapping Ti to x, and then sends Ti(x) to
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the other processors. Each Pi, upon receiving a value from some

pj (jyi), replaces its value of x. with the received value. We

assume that Pi does not apply Ti unless a new value is received

since Pi had last computed. In what is to follow, we will count

each application of Ti by some Pi as a computation.

Let the communication time between any pair of processors be

upper bounded by L 1, where L 1 is in units of "consecutive comput-

ations". In other words, at most L1 consecutive computations can

pass before a value sent by Pi to pj is received by pj, V i and j

(i#j). We also assume that each Pi always uses the most recently

received values in its computations.

Let L 2 be the upper bound on the number of consecutive com-

putations that can pass before Pi (i=l,..,n) makes a computation.

The assumption that both L1 and L 2 are finite is reasonable

for any useful system; for otherwise the system may either wait

arbitrarily long time to hear from a processor, or leave some

processor out of the computations altogether. Let L = L 1 + L 2

Then we have that every processor always computes using values

all of which were computed within the last L computations.

B Convergence of the Relaxation Method for the Distributed

Implementation

The following proposition is the main result on the asynch-

ronous, distributed implementation of the relaxation method.

Proposition 5

The iterates generated by the asynchronous, distribut-

ed implementation of the relaxation method converge to the

fixed point of T at a geometric rate, with rate of convergence
1/L

~,~; s~-------- -- --~S-
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Proof : The idea of the proof is quite simple, al-

though the notation may become a little unwieldy.

Let I (t=1,2,..) = Index of the processor performing the

t-th computation.

t
x. (i=l,..,n) = Pi's value of the ith coordinate immed-

(t=1,2,..) iately following the t-th computation.

a. (jfIt) be the number such that, when processor

(t=1,2,..) It performs the t-th computation (thus

generating xtt), the x. value used is

generated by the aj-th computation. In

other words,

t 0t t
XIt= TIt (X ... ,xn)

and t - L < a t < t jI t

Using Proposition 4, we obtain (recall that x*=T(x*)) that

Ix t x* I max

Since I 3 = j (by the definition of ajt), we can apply (1)

xIt x ti < X max I x tk -xIt j it

2 a

..
ktI ij
jfIt
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< 3 max Xrdr- x*
ir r

ok
r#I =k

t

k7I a=j

jfIt

< . max xi? - x*|

where M is some positive integer, and x i is Pi's initial

estimate of x*. Then using the fact that

~tt -L < k v j ~ Itj - L < a k V d j

ad L < O~r V r ~ kek -L < r ! ~

we obtain that M > t/L , so < St/L Therefore

I - x*j < /L)t max Ix xi
I I i=l,. . ,n

and Proposition 5 is proven.

The scalar L is a measure of the level of synchronization in

the system : the worse the synchronization, the larger the L.

An example of near-perfect synchronization is when the processors

compute in a cyclical order (round robin). For this special case,
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we can verify that

t t - (i-j) , if i > j

" tJt - (n+i-j) , if i < j

We then see that t - ae < n-l V j4It (t=l,2,...) , and therefore

L = n-l . Note that the proof of Proposition 5 relies only on the

fact that T is contractive, therefore Proposition 5 holds for any

contractive (with respect to the sup norm) mapping. For some re-

cent results on the distributed computation of fixed points, see [2].

V An Example

We illustrate the relaxation method with a very simple example.

We consider solving the following problem using the relaxation me-

thod :

T
Maximize a x

1 1
subject to C x < d

2 2
Cx < d

where a > 0 , and 1 = -1/2] 

1/2 1 1

2 L 4 1i] d2 = 1/4 

For the above problem, we have that

XS = 3/4 , x* [= 7J T1 (x) = min 2

T2(x) = min 1+ X 1 + 31

~- -b-~ --·~BI·~--------------------~-----)
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Since n=2 for the above problem, the only possible sequence of com-

putation is when P1 and P2 alternate in computing. If we denote x t

as the value of x i held by Pi after the t-th computation, and x

the vector whose ith component is xt (x is the initial estimate of

x*), then for x= [2 and P 1 initiating the computation, we obtain

a sequence of L iterates as shown in the picture below :

x2

x4 .*

2 3

set

x o X11 1\lxl x
{ x IC cx<d

-x-d } { xt } converging to the fixed point of T
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IV Conclusion

The relaxation method proposed in this report is simple, both

in concept and in implementation. Yet, despite this simplicity,

the method possesses very strong convergence properties. Such

strong properties are due in great part to the special structure

of the problems themselves. It is possible that other classes of

problems exist for which results similar to those given here can

be obtained. In particular, it would be of practical as well as

theoretical interest to generalize the rate of convergence result

on the asynchronous, distributed implementation of the relaxation

method. This interest stems from the growing role that

distributed computation plays in the area of optimization.
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